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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel indexing method called
ProtDex to facilitate fast searching in 3-dimensional protein
structure database. In ProtDex, we ﬁrst build an index on
the representative properties of all proteins in the database.
When evaluating a query, with the help of the index, we ﬁlter
out a small candidate list of proteins. Then, we can either
directly report them, with their respective rankings, to the
user, or do the expensive actual alignments on them upon
user’s request. Preliminary experimental results show that
our solution is up to 16 times faster than the popular DALI
method for database searching task (without actual alignments), while its overall accuracy is only slightly inferior
to that of DALI. The software is available upon request by
sending emails to the authors.

1. Introduction
Advances in laboratory methods to determine the structures of bio-molecules have led to a rapid growth in the
sizes of the protein structure databases such as PDB [2].
For example, PDB stored only about 1,000 structures in
1992, but as of September 2002 it stores over 18,000 structures. As a result, faster tools for structural comparison and
database searching become essential. Structural data are
3-dimensional in nature. Some huge structures are composed of thousands of atoms. Unlike 1-dimensional sequence comparison, it is much more complex and computationally expensive to compare two structures to determine
their similarity.
From a biologist’s point of view, sequence comparison
alone cannot provide some required information. For instance, one cannot determine the similarity of two remotely
homologous proteins by sequence comparison. Structural
comparison must be performed in this case. The other
applications of structural comparison and database searching include computing structure-based evolutionary dis-
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tances, identifying protein functions, understanding functional mechanisms, ﬁnding binding sites or other functionally important regions of the proteins, etc.
Many methods have been proposed and implemented for
structural comparison. Some of these methods are quite
efﬁcient for pair-wise comparison of structures. However,
when performing a database search, all these methods practise exhaustive searching. They compare the query structure
against the structures in the database one by one, and report
the ones most similar to the query structure. So, when a
query is searched against a very large database, these methods cannot provide fast response.
Our design philosophy is to adopt a ﬁlter-and-reﬁne approach. We extract some important pieces of information
from the structural database, pre-compute them, store them,
and build an index on them. When evaluating a query, we
use this index to prune away a large portion of the database.
If needed, we only do the actual comparison or alignment
against this small set of candidate structures. We refer to the
proposed method as the ProtDex scheme. We conducted an
experimental study on the ProtDex scheme, and our preliminary results show that ProtDex is up to 16 times faster than
the popular DALI method for database searching task (without actual alignments), while its overall accuracy is only
slightly inferior to that of DALI.

2. Problem Deﬁnition
This section discusses some of the basic concepts regarding the structures of proteins and deﬁnition of the tasks
involved in structural comparison and structural database
searching.

2.1. Protein Structures
A protein is composed of a sequence of amino acid (AA)
residues. Certain portions of an AA sequence fold into particular shapes such as helices and sheets due to the forces of
nature. Such a shape is called a secondary structure element
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(SSE). The portions other than the SSEs have no speciﬁc
shape, and are called loop regions. SSEs and loop regions
combine together and fold again to form the 3-dimensional
polymer chains. A protein molecule is composed of one or
more polymer chains. (However, protein structure comparison and database searching tasks are usually performed at
the level of polymer chains rather than at the level of entire
proteins. Thus, when ‘protein structure’ is referred throughout the paper, it actually means the polymer chain structure
of protein.)
The 3-dimensional structure of a protein is represented
as a set of 3D positions ( , , co-ordinates) of all the atoms
in a protein in a 3D reference frame. These co-ordinates are
determined by the biologists using laboratory methods such
as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and X-ray crystallography.
The shape of a protein can be roughly determined by the
positions of the central carbon atoms (C atoms) of the AA
residues. Thus, a protein structure can be logically represented as a sequence of 3D positions of all the C atoms in
the protein. When performing structural comparison, many
methods take only C atoms into account, and simply neglect other atoms.

xyz

Classiﬁcation of Proteins) database [13], which is manually
constructed, and used as a golden standard by the biologists
[21]. If the two structures which are shown to be similar
by a comparison method actually fall under the same group
(class, fold, superfamily or family according to different accuracy requirements) in SCOP, this method is assumed to be
accurate.

2.3. Structural Database Searching
Given a query protein structure, we need to search
through the database and report the structures that are similar to the query structure. There may be a user-deﬁned or
pre-deﬁned similarity threshold, and the structures whose
similarity scores are equal to or above the threshold are
reported. When using an exhaustive searching approach,
structures essentially
searching through a database with
means running pair-wise comparison
times. However,
some fast but coarse searching methods such as [10] can be
used as a pre-ﬁlter before performing the detailed database
searching. In this way, the structures that are very unlikely
to be included in the answer set can be pruned away after
being glanced by a quick scan step before going into the
expensive alignment step.

N

N

2.2. 3D Structural Comparison

3. Related Works
Given two 3D protein structures, we need to compare
them pair-wise according to a certain framework, and determine how similar they are. The framework for pair-wise
structural comparison comprises i) representation of structures, ii) scoring schemes, iii) comparison algorithms, and
iv) assessment of the results. The task of structural comparison is more difﬁcult to deﬁne than that of sequence comparison. There may be several deﬁnitions for it, depending on
the framework used. We will not discuss the various structural comparison frameworks in detail in this paper. Interested readers can refer to good survey papers like [4, 6].
Generally speaking, we try to superimpose one protein
structure over another in order to obtain the minimum root
mean square deviation (RMSD) between them. The smaller
the RMSD, the more similar the structures. Superimposition involves translation and rotation of one structure to
ﬁt it onto the other so that the corresponding elements in
two structures will be as close as possible. This process is
also called structural alignment. However, the algorithm for
ﬁnding the optimal alignment, in terms of minimal RMSD,
residues respecbetween two structures having and
tively takes ( 4 4 ) time [1]. It is impractical to be used
on a large scale. In addition, more than one optimal alignment may also exist [6]. So, people use various approximation algorithms to solve the problem of structural alignment.
In order to assess the accuracy of a particular method, we
need to compare the results against the SCOP (Structural
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As mentioned above, the problem of ﬁnding the optimal
structural alignment or comparison is very computationally
expensive. So, a number of approximation methods for
nearly optimal solutions have been developed to solve this
problem.
Some methods address only the problem of pair-wise
comparison of two structures in general [5, 17, 18, 19]. But
others explicitly address the problem of similarity searching in the structural databases in addition to pair-wise comparison [10, 11, 12, 15, 16]. Some methods use ﬁnegrain approach, i.e., they ﬁrst work at the SSE level, and
then go into the AA-residue level for detailed processing [5, 11, 12, 18, 19]. But other methods use coarsegrain approach, and treat only SSEs as the basic elements
[10, 15, 16]. Naturally, coarse-grain methods are faster but
less accurate than the ﬁne-grain ones. Some survey reports
[4, 6, 21] are available for reviewing the background theories and the various methods in this area.
The main weakness of the existing methods is that when
performing a database search, they compare the query structure against all the 3D structures (or their representative
structures) in the database. Some methods use quick preﬁltering before performing the detailed alignment. Even in
this case, due to the lack of pre-computed and stored data,
each structure in the database has to be scanned at least
once. Exhaustive searching can offer quite a satisfactory
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response time until today since the number of structures in
the databases is still of the order of thousands. However,
given the rapid growth rates of the structural databases in
the near future, such an exhaustive searching will be prohibitedly expensive to be performed.

4. The ProtDex Method
ProtDex stands for Protein InDexing. In this method, we
use ﬁlter-and-reﬁne approach. First, we build an inverted
ﬁle index on the properties of the protein structures in the
database. When evaluating a query, with the help of this
index, we determine the overall or global similarity scores
of all the protein structures in the database with respect to
the query protein structure without doing any actual alignment. Then, we ﬁlter out and report a small number of top
scoring candidate proteins to the user. After that, we can
optionally execute the actual pairwise structural alignment
of each candidate protein with the query protein. In ﬁlerand-reﬁne framework, our ProtDex method corresponds to
the ﬁrst ﬁltering step. We can use any existing structural
alignment algorithm to perform the second reﬁnement step.
We use an intra-molecular distance matrix of C atoms
to represent each protein structure. The design rationale behind our approach is the following: two protein structures
are similar if their distance matrices are similar, and two distance matrices are similar when they are composed of similar (or exactly the same) sub-matrices. The more similar the
two matrices, the greater the number of similar sub-matrix
pairs they contain.
To facilitate efﬁcient database searching, ﬁrst we build
the distance matrices for all the protein structures in the
database. Then, we break the distance matrices into smaller
ﬁxed-size sub-matrices, and build an index on them. Later,
this index is used to ﬁnd the structures that are similar to
the query structure. The approach we use is similar to the
method used in the original version of DALI [12]. However,
while DALI uses Monte Carlo optimization to assemble the
sub-matrices to yield the actual alignment on the ﬂy, we
build an index on the sub-matrices and stores the index for
future database searchings.

chain. In such a case, each chain is referred to in the format PDB id - chain id (for example, 1tph-1). For each biomolecule, PDB stores the 3D co-ordinates of all the atoms
that compose the molecule, alongside with other information (such as chain information, SSE information and annotations). PDB stores information on each bio-molecule as
a separate text ﬁle. To build an index on the protein structures, we extract only the following information from the
PDB ﬁles:
For each protein chain in PDB ﬁle:
PDB id - chain id; No. of AA residues; No. of SSEs
For each AA Residue:
3D coordinate (x, y, z) of C carbon
For each SSE:
SSE type (Helix or Sheet); SSE Start position; SSE length
Parsing PDB ﬁles is not a trivial task as they are quite
complex and sometimes have irregularities in them [8]. In
our implementation, we do not reinvent the wheel for PDB
ﬁle parsing, but use the Protein Parser of DaliLite suite [9],
which is the standalone version of DALI, for this purpose.
DaliLite in turn uses DSSP (Deﬁnition of Secondary Structure of Proteins) program [14] to extract SSE information.

4.2. Building Intra-molecular Distance Matrices
Let us consider our imaginary protein 9xxx with 7 AA
residues. When considering the structure of a protein, we
only take C atoms (residue centers) into account, and simply ignore other atoms.
Let dij be the Euclidean distance between C of residue
i and C of residue j (measured in Å). Clearly, dij = 0 when
i= j . We can represent the structure of the protein 9xxx
with an intra-molecular distance matrix (distance matrix
for short) as shown in Figure 1. The distance matrix is symmetrical along the main diagonal. dij = dji .

4.1. Extracting Information from PDB Database
PDB (Protein Data Bank) (http://www.pdb.org/) [2] is
the most popular and widely used resource in structural genomics. It stores the structural information and annotations
on several bio-molecules: mainly proteins, some nucleic
acids and carbohydrates as well. Each bio-molecule is identiﬁed by a unique PDB id in the format naaa, where n is
an integer, and a is an alphanumeric character (for example, 1tph). A molecule may have more than one polymer

Figure 1. Distance matrix of 9xxx and its sample entries.
The advantage of such representation is that it is immune
to the relative 3D position and rotation of the structure. The
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contact pattern A can be cut into four 22 sub-matrices as
shown in Figure 2(b). To build an index, we need to extract
and store the useful information from each nn sub-matrix.
For an n  n matrix, we store:
1. its grand sum (sum of all n  n cells)

Figure 2. (a) Contact patterns in 9xxx. (b)
Splitting contact pattern A into ﬁxed-size matrices

2. its contact pattern type (Helix-Helix = HH, HelixSheet = HE, or Sheet-Sheet = EE)
3. its contact pattern size (number of rows
columns)

 number of

4. its contact pattern ordinal number (ordinal number of
row SSE, ordinal number of column SSE)
only information it cannot store is the overall chirality (lefthandedness or right-handedness) of the structure [12]. So,
using distance matrices, the expensive operations of translation and rotation need not be done for structural comparison. We only need to detect the similarity of the two entire
distance matrices or certain portions of them.
In our example, let us assume that the residue number 2
to 4 form a helix SSE, and 6 to 7 form a sheet SSE. The
intersection of two SSEs forms a contact pattern. In Figure 2(a), the contact patterns A and B represent the intrastructural conﬁgurations of each SSE respectively, and the
contact patterns C and D represent the inter-structural conﬁgurations of the SSEs.
According to some observations such as [11, 12], in a
protein, the shapes and placements of the SSEs mainly determine the overall structure of it. As an effect, when a
protein is represented as a distance matrix, the majority of
important information on the protein structure is conserved
in the SSE contact patterns. So, it will be enough to perform the comparisons between the corresponding contact
patterns of two proteins in order to detect their structural
similarity. With a view to restrict the amount of information to be stored, we only take care of those C –C distances that are in the contact patterns, and simply neglect
the others.
The contact patterns are symmetrical along the main diagonal. For example, pattern D is the transposed matrix of
pattern C . So, it is sufﬁcient to take only the contact patterns that are on or above the main diagonal into account.
We can eliminate the contact pattern D in this case.

4.3. Cutting Fixed-size Matrices and Extracting
Properties
Since the lengths of the SSEs are variable, the sizes of
the contact pattern matrices also vary. It may not be easy
to index these variable size matrices as they are. So, we cut
these contact pattern matrices into n  n ﬁxed-size overlapping sub-matrices. Let us take n = 2 for example. The

5. its relative starting position (row, column) within the
contact pattern.
For instance, referring to Figure 1 and 2(a):



For the 22 sub-matrix starting at the cell (2, 2), we
store the values: 8, HH, (33), (1,1), (1,1)



For the 22 sub-matrix starting at the cell (3,6), we
store the values: 49, HE, (32), (1,2), (2,1), etc.

In our actual implementation, we use 66 sub-matrices,
because the minimum length of an SSE we use is 6.

4.4. Building Inverted File Index
Inverted ﬁle indexing has been successfully used in the
area of text indexing [3] for a long time. Recently, it has also
been successfully used for indexing the genomic sequence
databases [20]. Our ProtDex method is the ﬁrst attempt to
use inverted ﬁle indexing for structural databases.
We build our inverted ﬁle index in such a way that each
unique n  n ﬁxed-size matrix points to a list of proteins
in which it occurs. We do not store the n  n matrix directly. Instead, to approximate an n  n ﬁxed-size matrix,
we only store an information pair containing its grand sum
(sum of all cells) and the type of contact pattern in which
it occurs. Such a unique pair is called an index term. The
entire collection of all these unique pairs is called the index term list. Each index term points to a list of the PDB
ids in which the pair occurs, together with the size (number
of rows  number of columns) and the ordinal number of
the contact pattern in which it occurs, and its relative position (row, column) in the contact pattern. This list is called
the posting list. Both index term list and posting lists are
sorted for easier retrieval. A sample portion extracted from
an inverted ﬁle index is shown in Figure 3.
There are many ways to organize the index term list
and the inverted lists [3]. These methods include B + -tree,
linked lists, etc. In our implementation, simple sequential
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Index Term

Posting Lists

[grand

[PDB

sum,

contact pattern type]

3. Contact pattern aspect ratio deviation

id, contact pattern size, ordinal contact pattern no.,

relative position]

[1001, EE]



[12asA,(1912),(2,3),(11,2)], [1cm7B,(209),(1,2),(10,2)]
[1cm7B,(209),(1,2),(5,2)]
[1bho1,(88),(1,3),(2,2)]
[12asA,(86),((2,7),(2,2)], [3hfmY,(176),(1,1),(5, 1)]

...

...

[1000, EE]

DARatio (a; b)

=

[1000, HH]

Vx

=

min

b

4.5. Searching a Protein Structure
When a query structure is submitted, it is also parsed in
the same manner as described above. A small inverted ﬁle
index is also built in the same way (but excluding PdbId
from the posting list). Then we compare the two sorted lists
of the query index terms and the database index terms. For
each matching index term, we compare their posting lists
pair-wisely.
The protein structures in the database are ranked according to their similarity to the query structure. The
(T erm W eight 
scoring function used is based on
I nverse Document F requency ) framework normally
used in text databases. However, we have to modify this
basic scoring function to suit the similarity matching nature
of our application. In order to compute scores for each protein structure in the database, we have to ﬁrst compute the
following values:

P

1. Grand sum distance
DGSum (i; j )

=

j

GrandSumi

GrandSumj

j

(1)

where i is a query index term and j is a database index
term.
2. Contact pattern area deviation
=

j

Aa

Ab

j

(2)

Aa

where

b

(3)

n

C P atternSizex :N umRow=C P atternSizex :N umC ol
C P atternSizex :N umC ol=C P atternSizex :N umRow

2 fa; bg), where a is a query posting list entry and
is a database posting list entry.

4. Contact pattern ordinal number deviation

sorted lists are used for both structures. The index term list
is small enough to store in the main memory. The respective posting list for each index term can be quite large, and
must be stored on the disk.

C P atternSizex :N umRow

jj



C P atternSizex :N umC ol

=

a

OrdinalN umber :row

j

a

OrdinalN umber :col

a

j

jj

numSSE
OrdinalN umber :row OrdinalN umber :col

a

numSSE

a

b

(4)

where a is a query posting list entry and b is a database
posting list entry. numS S Ea is the number of SSEs
in the query and numS S Eb is the number of SSEs in
the corresponding protein (P dbI d) in the database.
5. Fixed-size matrix relative position distance
DP os (a; b)

= L1(RelativeP ositiona :(row; col);
RelativeP ositionb :(row; col))

(5)

where a is a query posting list entry and b is a database
posting list entry, and L1 is the Manhattan distance
function.
6. Fixed-size matrix count deviation
DF M Count (Q; P )

j

=

numF ixedM atrixQ

numF ixedM atrixP

j

(6)

numF ixedM atrixQ

where Q is the query protein and P is a database protein.
In the comparison process, we need to deﬁne the following
thresholds:
Grand sum distance threshold
Contact pattern area deviation threshold
Contact pattern aspect ratio deviation threshold
Contact pattern ordinal number deviation threshold
Fixed-size matrix relative position distance threshold
Fixed-size matrix count deviation threshold

TGSum
TArea
TARatio
TOrdinal
TP os
TF M Count

The two index terms i and j are regarded as matched if and
only if:
(C P atternT ypei =

2 fa; bg), where a is a query posting list entry and
is a database posting list entry.

(x

j

where

DOrdinal (a; b)

DArea (a; b)

Vb
Va

(x

Figure 3. A sample inverted ﬁle index for protein structure database.

=

Va

[101m,(16 16),(1,1),(8,8)], [12asA,(18 8),(2,2),(11,2)]

[1000, EH]

Ax

j

C P atternT ypej )

^(

DGSum (i; j ) < TGSum )

The two posting list entries a and b are regarded as matched
if and only if:

^

(DArea (a; b) < TArea ) (DARatio (a; b) <
(DOrdinal (a; b) < TOrdinal ) (DP os (a; b)
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^

TARatio )
< TP os )

^

For a query Q and a particular protein P , the similarity
score for the global similarity of the two whole structures
S Q; P is calculated as:

(

)

S (Q; P )

=

P

WF M Count (Q; P )

(match(i;j ))

(





WGSum (i; j )



WT erm (i)

^

max(match(a;b)
WARatio (a; b)





P dbI db =P ) ( WArea (a; b)

WOrdinal (a; b)

))

(7)

where Fixed-size matrix count weight



WF M Count (Q; P )
DF M Count (Q;P )
TF M Count

if DF M Count (Q; P )
otherwise

< TF M Count

(8)

Term weight
N
fi

AA
residues
153
245
103

1mbd
1tph-1
8fab-A

SCOP
Class
All-

=

All-

SCOP
Family
a.1.1.2
c.1.1.1
b.1.1.1

#

structures
in same family
716
109
1061

5. Discussion

The purpose of WFMCount is to compensate the effect
that the large proteins being matched and scored more frequently than the small ones.
Other weights for each matching index term pair and
matching posting list entry pair are calculated as:

= lg(

#

PDB id

=

exp
0

WT erm (i)

Table 1. Query proteins.

)+1

(9)

where N is the number of proteins in the database and fi is
the number of proteins that contain the query index term i.
The purpose of WTerm is to add more weight to the query
index terms that rarely occur in the database.

SCOP v1.59 database (released May 1, 2002) contains
39,893 domain entries representing 31,418 protein chains
extracted from 15,979 PDB ﬁles. The database we use in
our experiments is a subset of SCOP v1.59 and contains
28,655 protein chains from 14,677 PDB ﬁles. The reason for excluding some structures from our database is that
those structures cannot be parsed by DaliLite Protein Parser,
the tool we use to parse the PDB ﬁles.
In order to assess the efﬁciency and effectiveness of our
ProtDex method, we conduct an experiment that is similar
to the one conducted by Singh and Brutlag [21]. We choose
3 representative proteins from 3 different SCOP classes as
queries as shown in Table 1.

5.1. Performance

Grand sum distance weight
WGSum (i; j )

=

DGSum (i; j )

TGSum

TGSum

(10)

Contact pattern area deviation weight
WArea (a; b)

TArea

=

DArea (a; b)
TArea

(11)

Contact pattern aspect ratio deviation weight
WARatio (a; b)

=

DARatio (a; b)

TARatio

TARatio

(12)

We run the database searching tests for both DaliLite [9]
(the standalone version of DALI) and ProtDex on the same
machine (Sun Ultra Sparc II with two 480MHz CPUs and
4GB memory). We use the default settings for DaliLite.
We use the database mentioned above as the target database
for both methods. The time statistics of the three sample
queries for both methods are shown in Table 2. The results show that ProtDex can be approximately up to 16 times
faster than DaliLite.

Contact pattern ordinal number deviation weight
WOrdinal (a; b)

=

TOrdinal

DOrdinal (a; b)

TOrdinal

Table 2. Performance comparison.
(13)

We do not use the weight of relative position distance in
the scoring scheme. In our experiments, we use the val, TArea
: , TARatio
:,
ues TGSum
TOrdinal
: , TPos
, TFMCount
:.
The answer is ranked according to S Q; P (Equation 7)
and then reported. We can optionally deﬁne the cutoff score
TScore in order to produce only a report of proteins with the
scores above or equal to TScore . However, setting the cutoff
score has only a negligible effect on the running time, as
we calculate the scores of all the proteins in the database
simultaneously. For example, reporting the top 10 scorers
and the top 1,000 scorers virtually take the same amount of
time.

= 10
= 0 37
= 02
= 03
=7
= 11
( )

PDB id
1mbd
1tph-1
8fab-A

DaliLite(hh:mm:ss)
03:27:42
00:14:42
00:10:07

ProtDex(hh:mm:ss)
00:08:34
00:05:47
00:00:38

5.2. Accuracy
The results provided by DaliLite are not comprehensive
enough to conduct an accuracy test. For example, when running a database search against 28,655 protein chains with
1mbd as the query, DaliLite gives an answer set containing only 10 protein chains! To obtain the comprehensive
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answers by DALI method, we submit the queries to DALI
server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/dali/) and request the results.
(However, we do not use the running time statistics of DALI
Server because the machine they use may be different from
ours.)
At the time of query (as of September 2002), the
database used by DALI server is one that was last updated
on June 16, 2002. So, we can safely assume that all the PDB
chains that are in the target database (which is a subset of
SCOP v1.59 released on May 1, 2002) used for ProtDex are
also present in DALI server database. From the results returned by DALI server, we prune away the PDB chains that
are not present in our target database so as to ensure a fair
comparison.
We compare both the results from DALI and ProtDex against SCOP classiﬁcations [13] (http://scop.mrclmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/) which is regarded as the golden standard by the biologists. SCOP classiﬁcation hierarchy is
made of 4 levels: class, fold, superfamily and family —
among which family is the most detailed classiﬁcation. In
our experiment, if a protein in the result set falls into the
same SCOP family as the query protein, it is counted as a
true positive. The accuracy (sensitivity vs. coverage) comparisons for both methods are shown in Figure 4. 655 answers for the three proteins 1mbd, 1tph-1 and 8fab-A, respectively.
Sensitivity and coverage are calculated as follows.

of true positives
Sensitivity = Number
Total number retrieved  100%

(14)

of ture positives
Coverage = Number
Number in same family  100%

(15)

It is generally observed that the overall accuracy of DALI
is better than that of ProtDex. In the case of 1tph-1, DALI
can maintain its 100% sensitivity level (i.e. without any
false positives) up to 91% coverage on the same family.
However, we can also notice the steep inclines in the graphs
of DALI. This is because DALI does not report the answers
with Z-scores less than 2. So, it will never be able to cover
the remotely homologous proteins in the same family as the
query protein.
The inferiority in accuracy of ProtDex is due to its inherent weakness in using approximations for the ﬁxed-sized
matrices. We approximate an n  n matrix only by its grand
sum. In fact, two n  n matrices may have the same grand
sum value although they are actually very different. Thus,
a lot of false positives can be introduced in the process of
index term matching. However, on the other hand, matching the grand sums alone, instead of matching two whole
n  n matrices in cell-by-cell fashion, can greatly speed up
the process. In other words, we sacriﬁce accuracy in some
degree to gain speed.

5.3. Pros and Cons of ProtDex
The clear advantage of ProtDex over other methods is
its speed. Since we do not need to scan through each
structure in the database, but use the index instead to rank
the structures according to their degree of similarity to the
query structure, much CPU time and disk access time can
be saved.
ProtDex also has its own disadvantage when compared
to other methods. Although it can provide the candidate answer set of proteins with their respective rankings, it cannot
provide the actual alignment of the query structure and the
database structures. It cannot inform which AA residue or
SSE in the query actually corresponds to which one in a
database structure. So, it can only be used as a pre-ﬁltering
step when the actual alignment is also required.
The second disadvantage is the storage overhead for the
index structure. However, the size of the index is small compared to the overall size of the structural database. In our experiment, while the size of the original database with 14,677
PDB ﬁles (including annotations) is 8.46GB, the size of the
entire index structure is only 1.2GB.
The third disadvantage is the time requirement to build
and update the index. In our experiment, building the entire
index on 28,655 protein chains (extracted from 14,677 PDB
ﬁles) takes 30 minutes and 38 seconds. However, unlike
the indexes used in many other applications, the indexes for
protein structure databases may not require online updating.
Although the database may be updated daily (with 10s of
the new structures added per day), the updating of the index
can only be done in batch on a regular basis (e.g. once per
week) without much affecting the quality of service.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new inverted ﬁle
index-based approach for protein structure database searching. Preliminary experimental results show that this method
is very efﬁcient and reasonably effective. It can be perfectly used as a pre-ﬁltering mechanism before going into
a detailed database search by other more sensitive but
slower structural alignment methods. Moreover, there are
still rooms for improvements both in terms of efﬁciency
and effectiveness. Since inverted ﬁle indexing is a wellestablished method in the area of text indexing and retrieval,
we believe we can further improve the proposed scheme by
borrowing many ideas from this area.
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